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Navy Band Will Open 
Concert Series Oct. 4 
The United States Navy Band, in years gone by one oi 
the most popular groups to appear at Clemson, will open the j Ciyiolman   FIPI^fAfl 
1949 Concert Series on Tuesday, October 4, in the College JWCalllldll   LICUCU 
Field House.    Under the baton of Lt. Commander Charles 
Brendler, the sailors will present a varied program of classi- 
cal, light classical, operetta, and popular music. 
The program, which opens with^  — 
a fanfare of Herald trumpets fol- 
Concert Artists 
Tiger Will Move Into 
Renovated Fire Station 
Platoon Leader 
The Tiger will move into new* 
offices in the former College Fire 
Station as soon as repairs have 
been made on the building, ac- 
cording to an announcement 
made this week. 
U. S. Army Signal Corps classes 
are being conducted in the quon 
dam  newspaper   office,  and  pub 
Enrollment Hits 
Ail-Time High 
Cadet Corps Starts Year 
Under New Commedant 
Glee Club Begins 
Practice Tuesday 
lowed by the Star-Spangled Ban- 
ner, is as follows: 
Donna Diana Overture, Nicolai 
von Reznicek, arr. John Norris 
U. S. Navy Band 
Bamboula, John J. Morrissey 
Fiddle Faddle, Leroy Anderson, 
arr. Keith Rubrecht, U. S. Navy 
Band 
Caprice Italien, Peter I. Tschai- 
kowsky 
The  Three Bluejackets,  Cornet 
Trio,    Ernest    Williams.    Soloists, 
Gordon Finlay, Frank Scimonelli, 
Harold Wendt 
or 
Czardas, Cornet Sola, Monti- 
Mendez, arr. John Gattuso, U. S. 
Navy Band. Soloist, Robert 
Baird 
George Gershwin Hit Parade, 
arr. David Bennett • 
Intermission 
American Rhapsody, Haydn 
Wood 
Emperor Waltz, Johann Strauss 
Tenor Solo, "Celeste Aida" from 
the Opera Aida, Giuseppe Verdi, 
"Granada" Augustine Lara, arr. 
Ernest Forte, U. S. Navy Band, 
Soloist,  Ben  Mitchel  Morris 
Gaite Parisienne, Jacques Of- 
fenbach, arr. John Norris, U. S. 
Navy Band. 1. Overture, 2. Gal- 
lop, 3. Valse, 4. Quadrille, 5. Can 
Con No. 1. 
A number of season tickets are 
being saved for students' wives. 
Those desiring them should pur- 
chase them from Miss Virginia 
Shanklin in the President's office 
as soon as "possible, because they 
Are Announced 
The   Clemson   College     Concert 
M. R. Sweatman, textile manu- 
facturing junior of Charleston, 
was elected leader of the senior 
platoon at a drill Tuesday after- 
noon, September 13; in which sev- 
The Clemson College Glee Club 
began practices on   Tuesday, Sep- 
With the enrollment, to date of 
lication will continue there after 3285 students, Clemson College is 
class hours until the construction beginning the third successive 
work has been completed. year of a stable enrollment,    ac- 
The new building will be di- cording to an announcement made tember 13. Of the 60 members 
vided into three main rooms, one by G. E. Metz, Registrar. The present, 35 were new members, 
for the news department, one for figure of 3285 compares with 3277 Prof. Hugh H. McGarity, leader 
circulation, and one for reception in the fall of 1948 and 3253 for of the Glee Club, has extended 
purposes.    Located  behind  Third   1947. an invitation to all students, par- 
tial   members  tried   out  for     the   Barracks    near    the    old    Power      College officials decided in 1947   ticularly freshmen,  to join, 
position. House, it will house all Tiger ac-   t0   control  the  enrollment   at   ap-       Practices are held  on Tuesdays 
Sweatman was a member of the | tivities. _   proximately   3250   students     each  from 5 P- m-. until 6 p. m., and on 
Series  opens  its  1949-1950  season   Tiger   platoon   during   the     war, 
October 4, with a concert by the ' and,   after   serving   two   years   in 
Photography    laboratories    will 
be  installed  in  the  basement,   in  J and   the   controlled   enroll- 
Wednesdays "from 4 p. m. until 6 
p.  m.    The  practices  are  held  in 
U.  S.  Navy  Band.    Next  in the  the Navy, he has been very active : which fire engines formerly were   ment plan has been followed    as  the Music Room in the basement 
stabled, and are a joint Tiger and   nearly as possible series   is   the   Charles   L.   Wagner ■ in   the   Senior   platoon   since    his   r 
Production   of   Cavalleria   Rusti-   return.    Jack   G.   Brock,     textile   TaPs operation. 
cana and Pagliacci.    Other artists : manufacturing   senior,   was   elect-     _ Plans   tor   the   necessary   revi- 
due to visit here are James Mel-   ed associate leader, and J. E. Bell,   sion  were  drawn    up    by    John 
ton,   tenor,   December   1;     Arthur  mechanical   engineering  senior  of   Califf,  and  work    is    -proceeding 
Rubinstein,   pianist,   January     16;   Orangeburg, was elected manager   under the direction of officials of 
Ballet Theatre, March 22; and the   upon   the   resignation   of     C.     H.   the Ciemson College Construction 
Cincinnati  Symphony     Orchestra,   Smith. and Repaij. ghop 
March  14. At   a   meeting    Monday   night,  
There   will   be     one     thousand  Lt. Col. N. O. Whitlaw was elect- 
tickets available immediately. The   ed   advisor   to   the   platoon,     and 
tickets will be sold for six dollars   M-Sgt.   J.   L.   Zorens  was  elected 
and will include  the six  concerts   assistant advisor, 
in  the series.    These  tickets  may       The  seniol.  platoon has  started 
preparations for appearances at 
football games in the near future 
and is making plans for exhibi- 
tions at several away-from-home 
games. 
of the Library. 
Forrest E. Cookson, a native of Troy, 0., reported to 
Clemson College September 1, to assume the duties as Com- 
mandant of the ROTC Unit, to replace Col. William B. Mor- 
ris, who has retired. 
Colonel Cookson, a graduate of West Pouit, is the 18th 
person to occupy the top military post at Clemson since the 
ROTC unit was activated in 1893. 
Acting    Professor    of    Military*— 
Science and Tactics since Colonel 
INSTITUTE AWARD 
Clemson Agricultural Engineers 
Rated Best In Nation By ASAE 
Clemson College has won the 1949 national Farm Equip- 
Morris' retirement in April, has 
been Lt. Col. Russell B. Smith. 
Colonel Cookson comes from an 
overseas assignment as military 
attache in New Zealand. Follow- 
ing his graduation from West 
Point in 1918, the Infantry officer 
saw a period of routine regular 
army duty. In ,1931, he began 
a four-year term as Law instruc- 
tor at West Point. 
At the start of World War II, 
Colonel Cookson was G-3 for the 
9th Division and later command- 
ed  the   180^ Infantry  Regiment, 
Arts And Sciences 
School Has 12 
Men On Leave 
Clemson's school of arts and 
sciences has twelve members of 
its faculty staff on leave for grad- 
uate study towards doctor of 
philosophy  degrees. 
They are H. M. Cox, associate 
professor of English, studying at 
the University of Pennsylvania; 
C.   B.   Green,  associate  professor 
be secured from the President's 
Office, Clemson, South Carolina. 
Miss Shanklin has announced 
that concert tickets are being- 
saved for student wives. Those 
interested should pick up their 
tickets immediately. 
of   English,   at   Duke   Univeristy; 
He saw combat duty in the Sicily ; J. P.  Brewster,  associate  profes- 
and  Naples-Foggia campaigns.  In   sor of mathematics, at Duke Uni- 
NOTIC ueuis u wiii ii - uu m ii«»'ij uuu i rwui Ciqiu   1944, he joined Gen. Douglas Mac- j versity;   W.   G.   Miller,   associate 
Th. Slin^k staff will begin     ment   Institute   award   as   having   the    outstanding    student   Arthur's    headquarters     in     the ! professor of mathematics   at Uni- 
The Slipstick stall will begin ... ,  „ .       ,      ,      , .       ,, Philippines with  the G-3  section. : versity   of  Florida;   L.   G.   Kelly, 
work on the first issue of the    group ot Agricultural Engineers in the land grant colleges   He returned to the states the fol_ | assistant  professor  of  mathema- 
year Monday night at 6:45 in 
the Slipstick offices in Riggs 
Hall. A member of the staff 
asks that all old members and 
any interested new men meet 
there at that time. 
of the country. 
Dr. Poole Urges 
Students To Obey 
Rules For Parking 
Deans And Directors Issue New 
Regulations For Class Attendance 
Charlotte Observer 
Prints Obituaries 
S. C. Grid Teams 
lowing   year   as   director   of   ad- t tics,   at  University  of  Minnesota; 
♦    The award was based on a 100-   ministration,  Military Intelligence j and   A.   T.   Hind,   instructor    in 
page   summary   of   the   activities   Section. I mathematics,    at    University    of 
of   the    Clemson chapter    of   the i     Accompanying   the    colonel   to j Michigan. 
American  Society  of Agricultural ! his  new assignment  are his wife j     Also, R. Z. Vause, instructor in 
Engineers,  and  was  presented  in | and two sons. | mathematics,    at    University     of 
North Carolina; G. W. Clark, in- 
structor in 'physics,  at University 
of Virginia; C. H.  Carpenter,  in- 
first   structor   in   history   and   govern- 
Class     attendance     regulations ...   , 
,o.„ ,„„,-, v. w Students    classified    as    scpho- 
for the year 1949-19o0 have been   more  Qr ^ wnQ are absent) 
adopted by the President s Coun- ; including   authorized   and   unar- 
cil   of   the   Deans   and   Directors.: d    frQm  ^     equivalent   of 
The regulations have been changed   three ^^ Q£ WQrk in a courge 
the campus is urged to  abide by   since 
parking   regulations   which   went   penalties   are   provided    for 
into   effect     Monday,     September . abuse of these regulations, 
the    1948-49    year.     Rigid 
the 
during a regular semester or one 
and a half in Summer Session, 
will be  reported  to  the  Dean  of 
will  soon  be  put on  sale  to   the   12- Attention is called to paragraph   the School in which that student 
general public. The surfaced areas at the Field 
which   states   that   freshmen   and is  majoring    as    being    dropped 
students enrolled    in    100    series   from  tne  course  concerned. 
Woman's Auxiliary 
Sponsors Lessons 
courses will not be penalized for       Any  student    who,    by    being 
House  and  on  Williamson    Drive 
are   suitable   parking   places     for two   unexcused   absences  per   se- dropped  from  one  or  more  sub- 
those who use their cars only on mester   in   each   subject   of  three jects, reduces his credit hour load 
week-ends     The   habit   of   riding credit hours or more, and one in bei0w    twelve    semester    credits 
from one class to another does not   ^e  case j* s^ects °f less *»?  shall  be   suspended   from   college 
..      '   three  credit hours.    For any  ad-   for at least the remainder of that 
seem   essential   except   for     those   ditional    unauthorized     absences,   semester   and   the   semester   fol- 
The Woman's Auxiliary of Holy  who   are   physically   handicapped,   such   students   will   be   dropped   lowing. 
Trinity Church will sponsor a se-       The cooperation. of all concern-   from the subject. Except in cases of extreme per- 
ries of bridge lessons to be taught   ed   would     enable   both   students       Any   freshman   who   is   absent   sonal    emergency,    students   who 
by Mrs. F.  H.  H. Calhouh.    This   and  facuity   to  have   ample    and   from   more   than   the   equivalent   absent themselves from class prior 
of four weeks' work, whether the to autherized permission, will 
absences are excused or unex- have their absences recorded as 
cused, will be dropped from the unauthorized, even though other- 
subject unless his continuance is wise authorized, 
authorized by his Dean within All students are urged to read 
one week after notification. the class attendance phamplet. 
will   not   be   a   beginners'   course,   convenient parking areas. 
but it will be a general course to 
bring bidding to date, plan play 
of the hand at trump and no- 
trump, learn leads, special plays, 
penalty   bidding,   and  slams. 
Lessons will be given in the 
Episcopal parish on Tuesday and 
Thursday nights, beginning Sep- 
tember 27 at 7:15 p. m. 
Mrs. Calhoun states that the 
first  lesson  will  be  very  import 
This notice was sent to The 
Tiger by Dr. R. F. Poole, Presi- 
dent of Clemson College. 
New Highway Is 
To By-Pass Clemson 
A  new  highway  to  serve  as  a 
Quadrangle Has Old Soldiers Home 
ant. The course of 7 lessons by-pass around Clemson to re- 
will cost $3.50. All who plan to duce the heavy tratfic wlii be 
attend are asked to bring note- buiit in the near future, accora- 
books   and   pencils   to   the   meet- mS  to information  received  from 
mgThose   wishing     to     take     thejpted^pass S^huStVthe   noTongerVfoVhere is the solution,   probably   talking   over   old   c.m 
cour^e  ar      S  to  contact  Mrs! State  Highway  Department.              These   sounds _~are_ «-   e-s=   paigns  and  battles,  reiving  each 
l.enry Simons at 4232, Mrs. Hoke No   definite   survey   has     been   of  gratitude  bursting   forth   from   expenenCe   a   thousand   times.   I 
By Paul Lunsford .,,,,.,,- j J ; da of the quaint old building and 
If   you   have   been   wondering siowly   rocking   in   their   rocking 
about the strange noises emitting chairs  g.     .       Mint  Cokeg     Yes 
from  the  depths of  the  hallowed 1 
halls of the Fifth Barracks, search there   they   are,   the   old   solders, 
Sloan, Mrs. Virginia Jackson at made, but the new road will be- 
3311. gin on the college side of the river 
These lessons will be the only and will go through the ravine 
ones given by Mrs. Caihoun dur- above the "Y" cabin and the Na- 
ing the current school year. Ten tional Guard armory, 
tables will be the minimum num- This new highway will take 
ber enrolled so it is very import- care of the traffic to Anderson, 
ant that those wishing to take Greenwood, and Columbia, 
the lessons notify the committee. Working on plans for the by- 
No lesson will be given on Tues- pass are Mr. W. T. McClure, state 
day, October 4, because there is highway commissioner, and Mr. 
a concert scheduled for that F. E. Armstrong, division engi- 
night. neer. 
R. C. Harrington, Clemson Graduate, 
Heads U. S. Rubber Co. Division 
Rudolph C. Harrington, a grad-* 
the   occupants  of   the   west   wing ■ cjm  hear   ^  b£md   playingj   and 
of   the   barracks,   for   they   have . 
reached    the    happy   hunting   as   the   strains   of  martial   music 
grounds of their college careers.       waft their way up from Bowman 
Occupying the second and third   Field I see each of them rise. One 
floor   of   the  Fifth   Barracks   this   of them motions to the remainder 
the form of a trophy at the an- 
nual meeting of the student group 
of ASAE at Michigan State Col- 
lege, June 20. 
This is the first time in recent 
years that a Southern College has 
been the recipient of the award. 
Last year, top honors went to 
Iowa State College, with the Uni- 
versity of Georgia second and 
Observer   is   a   Clemson   graduate   clemsQn thircL 
PUTNAM TAKES JOB HERE 
Maybe the chief of the compos- 
ing room of the Charlotte (N. C.) 
and-or sympathizer, and made 
the "mistake" purposely. On the 
other hand, it may be an authen- 
tic   typographical   error. 
Or it may not be an error at all. 
Representing Clemson at the 
national meeting was S. T. Russell 
of Jamestown, president of the 
student chapter, who received the 
award;    A.   W.   Snell   of   Elloree, 
At any rate   the following three   H        'Black of Ruffi     L  G   Jef 
short stories, along with tne head- 
lines which    appear    with    them, 
were   printed   in   the   Observer's 
obituary column of September 10: 
SOUTH CAROLINA 
COLUMBIA,   S.   C,   Sept.   9— 
Things are looking up a little at 
fords of Timmonsville, and J. P. 
Bull of Santee. 
Also attending were W. P. Law 
and L. R. Hammett of the Clem- 
son faculty, and G. H. Dunkel- 
berg of the S. C. Experiment Sta- 
tion. 
The committee    that    prepared 
the University of South  Carolina thg   winning   report   consisted   of 
football tanning camp. SneU(   F    L    Fitzsimons   0f   Hen- 
After a day of contact work de- dersonville> N. C., Earl Chamness 
scribed   as  the   roughest   here   in of Bennettsville,    L.    P.    Lynn of 
several   years,    Line    Coaches 
Weems  Baskin  and  Hank  Bartos   jonns island. 
said they saw some. improvement 
in blocking and pass protection. 
Backs and ends were busy with 
passing offense and defense. A 
snappy punting drill rounded out 
the season. A three-hour scrim- 
mage is set for tomorrow. 




DUE WEST, S. C, Sept 9- -Ers- 
By  Grady Wade 
A     dream     which     originated 
many years ago has finally come 
kine   College   footballers   concen- true for the Lutheran students at 
trated  today on pass offense  and Clemson.     Their   new   church,     a 
pass  .protection.   Quarterback  Joe thirty   thousand   doLar   structure, 
Blackston   set   the   pace   in   the is  0nly   one  month     away    from 
throwing department. completion, and is already    being 
Fullback W. C. Myers and Half- put to Use. 
back   Alan   Shelton   topped  Fleet The basement part of the two- 
runners   for   the   day.     Blocking story   Drick  structure  is    already 
looked   ragged,   Coach   John   Mc- completed, and the Lutheran Stu- 
Millan   commented. dent Association has been holding 
 its   Wednesday     night     meetings 
WOFFORD there.    When the entire church is 
SPARTANBURG, S. C, Sept 9. finished  the  basement  will  house 
—Wofford's Terrier football squad a   recreation   room   and   kitchen; 
year  are   fifty-four   soldiers   who   0f the    group    and    they    form a advantage of sunny weather   the   chapel  will  be  on  the    first 
have completed their R. O. T. C.   column of twos and slowly begin 
training  here  at  Clemson.     They   to hobble around the Quadrangle 
today to work on timing of plays,  floor  and  the  second  will   be  di- 
Tackle John Voslosky and End  vided  into  classrooms. 
good spirit. 
range in former rank from colonel Some of them are too old to join   Jog   patg rked   today's   drills      With its seating capacity of two 
to  private,  and the  military  dis- in this impromptu drill and  look   ^^ thg    entire    squad    showing  hundred   the   church   will     easily 
cipline    that    was    instilled    into from their windows with tears in 
them during their earlier days of their eyes and offer feeble cheers. 
training still prevails. Each morn-       As  the   day  draws   to   a   close, 
ing   after   cleaning   their    rooms these gallant men lift their worn   p__i  CirnA* Tft   Unvp 
thoroughly   they   hobble   off    to and   gnarled   hands   in   salute   at   rosr  ^jruus    'O   "UVC 
class  in  their  patched   and  worn Retreat  and,   urging   their   rheu- . 
uniforms   in   search   of   education matic  bones,   slowly  walk  to   the   SeCtlOn  In  NeW Taps 
during  the  twilight  of  their  col- Mess   Hall,   where   special   diets j 
lege   lives.     The   disciplinary   re- await them to insure their health.       Due   to   the   large   number   of 
quirements   are   not   as   rigid   as       Let   us   remember   as    we    go   Clemson students taking graduate 
Prof.    Sam   Putnam,   the 
man to graduate with the degree ment, at University of North Caro- 
of Bachelor of Architecture from Una;   J.   E.   Tuttle,   instructor   in 
Clemson College, is now working history  and  government,  at  Uni- 
as   Asst.   Prof,   in   the   freshman versity of South  Carolina;  W.  D. 
design. Trevillian,   assistant   professor   of 
Putnam, a native of Greenville, economics,  at University of Cali- 
S. C, graduated in August,  1949. fornia; and W. E. Webb, instruc- 
He, with his wife and child, now tor in history and government, at 
resides at 191 Woodridge. University of Virginia. 
New Faculty Members Are Listed 
take care of the one hundred and 
thirty Lutheran students now on 
the campus. The congregation 
will probably include the resident 
Lutherans who have previously 
had to go to other churches be- 
cause of the lack of one of their 
own. 
Most of the cost of the church 
is  being     carried   by   the    South 
By Al Blessing 
The biggest job upper classmen 
take on each new school year is 
that of fitting all new members 
of the faculty into the leisurely 
routine they so well like to fol- 
low. In order that you may know 
what professors to work on, The 
Tiger introduces the following 
new faculty members in the order 
of  their    respective   departments. 
Alphabetically speaking, we 
first introduce from the Agricul- 
ture Department, Dr. W. F. Cham- 
berlain, associate entomologist, B. 
S., M. S., Ph. D., University of 
California; J. H. Crawford, assist- 
ant horticulturist, B. S., Clemson 
College; C. A. Dodson, assistant in 
animal pathology, B. S., Clemson 
College; Dr. M. D. Farrar, pro- 
fessor of entomology and zoology, 
B. S., Iowa State College, M. S., 
South Dakota State College, Ph. 
D., Iowa State College; R. H. Hol- 
ley, assistant agronomist, B. S., 
Clemson College; J. T. Lazar, Jr., 
assistant professor of dairying, B. 
S., Clemson College, M. S. Cornell 
University; Edward A. Linden- 
berg, assistant professor of hor- 
ticulture, B. S., Clemson Col- 
lege; William McKay, assistant in 
dairying, B. S., Clemson College; 
A. W. Snell, assistant agricultural 
engineer, B. S., Clemson College; 
J. R. Thomas, assistant professor 
of dairying and assistant in dairy- 
ing, B. S., Clemson College; C. P. 
Willimon, assistant in poultry 
husbandry, B. S., Clemson College. 
Freshmen to the staff of the 
School of Engineering are R. M. 
Dillon, assistant professor of ar- 
chitecture, B. of Arch., University 
of Washington; M. W. Harrelson, 
instructor in mechanical engi- 
neering, B. S., Clemson College; 
W. L. Lowry, Jr., associate pro- 
fessor of Civil Engineering, B. S., 
in C. E. Virginia Polytechnic In- 
uate of Clemson College and for-   perimental work in 1939, and the   those  practiced in other units  of  about our daily lives here at Clem-' work this year, the Taps has agreed  Carolina Synod  and  the  National! stitute. j   c   McCormac   instruc- 
merly   of   Winnsboro   and   Gree-   following year he was transferred   the Cadet Corps, but the age-old   son in the hustle and bustle of our' to rurr a section with these men's  Lutheran   Council,   but   individual; tor in civil Engineering, B. S. The 
contributions by  alumni and stu- ' Citadei, M. S.,  Massachusetts In- lyville, has been appointed mana- t _,    ■       ... traditions of military bearing and   youth   not   to   forget   these   men   pictures 
ger of the tire cord production of to the company s J< ISK Cora Mills ^.^ Q± ^^ leadership  make it   that  have   preCeeded   and   bl&zed       All post-graduate students who  ^te have"accounted for a note- i ^titute Vafedln^r R T Perry, 
United States Rubber  Company's New Bedford, Mass., as technical a unit of which the school can be   the trail  for  us.    When  possible,   are interested should immediately 
textile    division    according   to    a supervisor.    In   1946, Mr.  Swear- justly   proud. give each of them a helping hand . contact H. M. Tobin in the Taps' 
report received from H. G. Smith, ingen went  to  New  York  as  as-       As I write this I can look from  and a pat on the back and say to i office  so  that  these  pictures   can 
vice president and general mana- sistant   to  the   technical   director. my window and see some of them   him,    "Thanks,    old    timer,"    for   be made while the Taps  photog- 
ger of the company's textile divi- He will be located at the general sitting on the vine-covered veran-   these are the Senior Privates.       | rapher is here. 
sion. office   of   the   company   in   New —__ ■————  
worthy portion of the debt. 
According  to  some  of  the  Lu-' 
theran  students,    the    big    push 
Jungaleers Prep For Busy Year 
instructor in Mechanical Engi- 
neering, B. S., Clemson College; 
S. R. Putnam, assistant professor 
of architecture, B. of Arch., Clem- 
which  drove  the  project  through   gon  College; w, w.  Shepard,  as- 
was provided by the Reverend sjstant professor of architecture, 
Mr. Clark of Walhalla, who has B. F. A., University of Washing- 
been  meeting  with  the    Clemson   ton, M. A., Claremont College; A. 
F. Hammond, instructor in draw 
student   group   for   a   number   of! ing   and   designing,   B   of   E.   E., 
The  appointment    is     effective York, 
immediately  and   includes  super- Mr.   Harrington   is   the   son   of 
vision of the company's tire cord Mr. and Mrs. J. Walter Harring- 
plants  in three  states.     In  addi- ton   of   Greeleyville.     He   played 
tion,  Mr.  Harrington  will  be  re- football  at  Greeleyville  and  was 
sponsible for tire cord production also an outstanding baseball play- Clemson's Jungaleers,  "the It is  the  general  policy  of  the  clubs.    According to Band Leader 
at the Winnsboro,  S. C,  plant. er.     Mr.     Harrington     graduated smoothest college orchestra in the Jungaleers   to   offer   seats   to   the   stalvey, the orchestra  will  spend 
The    appointment    of    L.     D. from Clemson in  1928 and joined South," has resumed 'practice for accomplished   musicians   who  can  many tireless hours in practice to
: nignts-    The need for a Lutheran   c 
Swearingen,   also   a   graduate   of the  U.   S.  Rubber  Company  that the year with renewed vigor, and prove themselves capable of play-                 themselves for-the coming   church   on   the   Clemson   campuS   0f  Textiles  include  W.  O.  Allen 
Clemson, as assistant to Mr. Har- same year as overseer of the lab- the  orchestra   leaders   are   antici- ing   dance   music.     Any   student  £    .             reason                                 ' was   obvio 
rington    was    announced    at    the oratory at the Winnsboro branch, pating  one  of  their  best  musical who   is   interested   and   who   has  cnnstmas seaso  . 
same time.    Mr.  Swearingen  is a He was made technical director seasons.    The orchestra, with the dance band experience may con-       Any   information   pertaining   to 
native   of   Trenton.     He   entered of   the   textile   division   in   1945, exception of two members, is the tact   A.   D.   Stalvey,   room   6-201,   the orchestra m reference to open | forts  to  secure  one   have^ at  last   CarMn^mstructor^m weaving,  R 
the   employ   of   U.   S.   Rubber   in with  headquarters in  New  York, same group that played for many for an interview and a chance to   dates,   rates   and   types   of   music 
1931 as a worker in the loboratory which   was   the   position   he   held dances  throughout  the  surround- try   out   for   the   orchestra.              offered may be obtained by con- 
at the Winnsboro  Mills  and  sue- when   appointed   manager   of   the ing states during the past  school A  regular  part   of  the   Junga-   tacting   Charlie   Pace,   Room   No. 
ceeded   Mr.   Harrington   as   over- tire  cord   production   department, year   and   most   of   the   members leers' agenda    is    the    Christmas   19, YMCA,   or  writing  the   Busi- 
seer  of   the   laboratory   in   1934. Mr.  Harrington  will  continue  to now1 have at least two years ex- j tour, during which they >play for  ness Manager, Box 187, Clemson, 
He was placed in charge of ex- be located in New York.                i perience with dance orchestras. | the dances of the various county, S. C. 
years in the YMCA Club Room on   clems0n  College;  R.  E.   Nix,  in- 
| Sunday mornings and Wednesday   structor in drawing,  B.  of  E.  E., 
llemson College. 
New staff members to the School 
was obvious to him throughout °nstructor of knitting, B. S., North 
that  period,   and  his   tireless   ef-   Carolina    State    College;    L.    A. 
Carson, instructor in wes 
produced a tangible result. ' S., Clemson College;  C. B.  Gam 
_,       ... . T „ . ,„ brell,   Jr.,   instructor   in   textiles, The officers of LSA are Warren   "      '        ' ,-, „„». rw   T   TI B. S., Clemson College; Dr. T. H. 
Cousins, president; Henry Viser, Guion> assistant professor of tex- 
vice-president; and R. K. West, tile chemistry and dyeing, B. S., 
secretary-treasurer. i Davidson College, Ph. D„ Univer- 
sity of North Carolina; William 
Sproule, instructor in textiles, B. 
S., PhUadeiphia Textile Institute; 
B. E. Taylor, instructor in textiles, 
B. S., Clemson College. 
Three temporary instructors 
have been added to the School of 
Chemistry. They are C. M. Guest, 
B. Ch. E., Clemson College; B. H. 
Gerritsen, B. S., Clemson College; 
J F. Williams, B. S., University 
of South Carolina. 
Into the School of Arts and 
Sciences, fifteen new staff mem- 
bers have been added. They are 
Dr. N. R. Bryan, associate profes- 
sor of mathematics, B. A., Penn 
State College, M. A., University 
of Pennsylvania, Ph. D., Colum- 
bia University; C. C. Davis, in- 
structor in economics, B. B. A. 
and M. B. A., University of Geor- 
gia; B. A. Goldgar, instructor in 
English, A. B. and M. A., Vander- 
bilt University; J. C. Harden, in- 
structor in mathematics, B. S. 
Mississippi College; R. B. John- 
son, instructor in mathematics, A. 
B., Gustavus Adolphus College^ 
M. A., Teachers College, Colum- 
bia University, M. A. University 
of Tennessee; R. E. Jumper, in- 
structor in Government and His- 
tory, A. B. and M. A., University 
of South Carolina; R. S. Lambert, 
instructor in History and Govern- 
ment, A. B. and M. A., University 
of North Carolina; D. A. Ludwig, 
instructor in Economics, B. A. Al- 
legheny College, M. A., University 
of Virginia; H. H. Macaulay, Jr., 
instructor in Economics, B. .S and 
M. S., University of Alabama; L. 
H. Potter, instructor in mathe- 
matics, A. B. E., University of 
Florida; W. W. Powell, assistant- 
professor of English, B. S., Geor- 
gia Teachers College, M. A., Duke 
University; H. L. Reaves, instruc- 
tor in Physics, A. B. and M. S., 
West Virginia University; B. T. 
Wade,  instructor  in mathematics, 
A. B., Franklin College, M. A., 
Kent State University; W. A. Wil- 
son,   instructor   in   mathematics, 
B. S. E. and M. S., University of 
Arkansas; W. A. Wood, instructor j 
in physics, B. S., Clemson College. 
The Clemson military organiza- 
tion  has  added  seven  new  por- J 
sonal to its department.   They in- 
clude Colonel Forrest E. Cookson, I 
professor of Military Science and | 
Tactics, B. S., U. S. Military Acad- 
emy, Infantry School basic course, 
Command     and     General    Staff J 
School, General Staff College; Lt.J 
Colonel Nathaniel O. Whitlaw, as-1 
sistant  professor  of  military  andj 
tactics,   B.   S.,   Clemson   College, | 
Tank    School,    Advance    Tactic. 
Officers' Instructors Course; Cap- 
tain William M. Beaven, assistant 
professor of air science and tac-< 
tics, B. S., St. Mary's University^ 
Lieutenant  Lloyd A.  Dalton,  as^ 
sistant professor    of    air    science 
and tactics,  B. S., Texas A.  and! 
M.;  Sergeant  L.  D.  Elliott;  Ser-f 
geant T. J. Perry. 
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Recruits 
It is traditional in the first issue of the year to devote 
[ some space welcoming the neophyte generation of scholars 
into our midst.    This time it's almost imperative.      Their 
number comprises a little less than a third of our reader au- 
[ dience. 
To them we extend a respectful welcome and urge them 
i to endeavor to make their class break other records than 
I just for size. Scholarship should, of course, be of primary 
I concern. However, there are other things that go to make 
jup the well-rounded college graduate. They are grouped 
[in the extra-curricular category. 
Clemson has available a wide variety of extra-curricu- 
llar activities. They run all the way from varsity foothall 
I to cattle judging. They are diverse in that some are de- 
I voted to religious activities, some to social activities, some 
jto recreation, and (here comes one of the main points of 
I this thing) some to publications. 
As the frosh learned at the orientation meeting last 
I Monday night, all these organizations are eager for fresh- 
jman members. As for the Tiger, we ask any men who are 
[interested to come by and talk to us some night. Sticking 
jour necks out, we make the claim that we have inducements 
lthat are as appealing as any to be found on Clemson's cam- 
jpus.    Give  us  a   try. 
jFightin' Is The Team's Job 
On the eve of the opening game of the football season 
Jwe have received requests from several sources that we edi- 
torialize on student conduct at the games. They intimate 
lthat this behavior is somewhat similar to Mark Twain's 
[weather—"Everybody talks about it, but nobody does any- 
|thjng about it." 
The question naturally arises:    What conduct are they 
[talking about?    We remember well an irate moment dur- 
lg one of last season's games when everyone in the stands 
Iwas asked to maintain complete silence while the military 
(playboys had a drilling gym circus on the playing field. We 
ill fight to the death for our right to yell and applaud as 
luch as we please.    To us this is our method of showing 
|just how much school spirit we have. 
However, if those people who wish comments about 
behavior are speaking about grandstand free-for-alls, bottle 
jchunking and other forms of physical mayhem, then we'll 
Igo along with them. Football is generally classified a 
['spectator sport." That is, groups o interested persons watch 
icked contestants grapple with each other, but do not enter 
[into the affray themselves. So, if you feel that you must 
exhibit physical prowess to prove your school spirit, go on 
lown and sign up with Coach Howard. A bottle-inflicted 
is a poor substitute for a Block C. 
Talk of the Town 
By Howell Arthur 
Play On 
Professor Hugh McGarity has written a 
fight song which belongs to Clemson alone, 
according to a news item which appears on 
another page of this issue. 
This is good. It is a step in the right di- 
rection. All too long, Clemson has been 
forced to rely upon music which is no more 
naturally associated with Clemson than it is 
with any of one of hundreds of other Ameri- 
can schools. The lack of originality in this 
field could not conceivably be due to a 
shortage of musical talent. Other small 
schools and other technical schools have 
done much better under similar circumstan- 
ces. 
Now we should get an exclusive Alma 
Mater. 
Stop Here 
There comes a time in the life of every 
columnist when he finds with gross misgiv- 
ings that he has absolutely nothing to write 
about. This isn't the first time for me, but 
I've attempted in the past to disguise the 
lack by discoursing at length on subjects 
which concern me not in the least, ranting 
in all seriousness about such trivial events 
as marbles tournaments, spelling bees (I 
never have believed they really can do it), 
and tanist elections in Somaliland. 
This will come as a revelation to some 
people. Others (those who read my col- 
umn) will not be surprised. Oh, this has 
been the exception rather than the rule, but 
sometimes people just aren't doing any- 
thing. 
Take this week, for instance. 
I thought I'd write about the wheels. Give 
'em a buildup, so that I could ride 'em later 
in the year without getting their dander up 
too high. So I asked a buddy who's a big 
man in Blue Key just what Blue Key had 
been doing to earn its oats. 
Well, they sent out postcards to the rats, 
welcoming then* (the rats; let's keep this 
straight) to Clemson. Everybody's welcom- 
ing the rats. The military department sends 
'em catalogs showing pads that zip into the 
seats of cadet trousers. The registrar's of- 
fice sends 'em time-cards. The treasurer's 
office sends 'em bills. Blue Key hops on the 
bandwagon by sending 'em postcards, and 
wants to get its name in the papers. 
Hunh, unh. 
So I asked a buddy who's a big man in 
Alpha Phi Omega what his bunch did. They 
(if they're interested, you can read on; it 
won't get any better, though) had a lot of 
booths out in cooperation with Blue Key and 
Tiger Brotherhood. I asked him what the 
booths were for. Well, he said, they . . . 
Well, they ... As a matter f fact, he didn't 
know just what they were for, but they did 
have booths. Southesn Bell has telephone 
booths, but it has to pay for its advertise- 
ment.    Still nothing to write about. 
Then my first friend (the one I mentioned 
first—not the first friend I ever had), ever 
helpful, came up with something. Blue Key 
was going to have an orientation meeting for 
the rats, and I ought to come, becauuse, or 
so he intimated, the whole idea was giving 
me a subject. Boy, what they can't do un- 
der the rat system. 
All the freshmen went up to the Chapel, 
and some wheels subjected them to dry 
speeches. The last man up, a violent apo- 
siopetic who made things worse by stumb- 
ling over a slumbering dog on the way to 
the lecture, got some laughs by accidentally 
making a fool of himself, and the frosh 
exited snickering.    Still no copy. 
My company commander came up with 
the best idea of all. He thought I might 
write about a plaque they've got on the first 
floor of Main Building. It says, "This tab- 
let is cast from metal recovered from the 
U. S. S. Maine." He suggested that I say 
something about why can't the college af- 
•ford new metal to make its plaques. I liked 
that. I laughed, thought I'd die, but the edi- 
tor vetoed. 
I don't have a column this week. The 
editor said I had to fill this space, though. 
I've filled it. 
Mess Hall Regulations 
By Howell Arthur 
In an effort to curb messhall 
mayhem and to provide for the 
general welfare of approximately 
1,100 new freshmen who enlist- 
ed at Clemson for the fall semes- 
ter, the authcritatives have re- 
leased a set of regulations which 
will take effect immediately. 
They are comparable roughly to 
boxing's Marquis of Queensbury 
rules. 
Essentially, they are as follows: 
1) Waiters must stand no more 
than five yards from tables to 
which they are" serving bowls or 
platters of food. 
2) Waiters must throw bowls 
underhand. Overhand pitches, 
curves, and hooks are prohibited. 
3) Clawing and biting by op- 
posing feeders are prohibited, as 
is the practice of unilateral drain- 
age, i. e., emptying of a bowl or 
platter by the three feeders seat- 
ed  on  one  side  of  the  table. 
4) Also frowned upon are the 
following procedures: 
a) Kneeing opposing feeders 
in the groin. 
b) Spitting. 
c) Crying in an effort to gain 
sympathy. 
d) Planting corpi of flies and 
other insects in strategic places, 
causing nausea and resultant loss 
of appetite. 
e) Tripping waiters. 
Certain tactics are sanctioned. 
They are listed below along with 
directions for novices. 
a) The all-enveloping, one-arm 
swoop: Take the knife or the fork 
in either hand, depending on 
which flank you consider more 
vulnerable to attack. (This, inci- 
dentally, is. purely a defensive 
measure. It's offensive use is 
discouraged because the infirmary 
is overcrowded at present. Later, 
maybe.) Now reach to the end 
of the table which corresponds to 
your unarmed flank. Draw the 
arm in swiftly, bringing with it 
all bowls, pitchers, and other 
food-containing receptacles which 
lie in its path. This is recom- 
mended especially for * the few 
seconds immediately preceding 
the first "Rest" order. You'll 
probably get away with it if 
you're good. 
b) The tri-partisan, six-arm 
grab: This requires three com- 
patriots, two of whom are seated 
■at the center of the sides of the 
table,  and  one  of whom ,js  seat- 
ed at either the head of the foot 
of the table—call them a, a-prime, 
and b, respectively. At the be- 
ginning of hostilities, a and a- 
prime spread their arms and legs, 
fouling and disabling the other 
four feeders sitting in side chairs. 
B's task is to take advantage of 
the element o surprise that the 
feeder seated opposite him will 
not come out of his fog until b has 
gathered in all the victuals. 
Divvying up may assume con- 
ventional patterns. A and a-prime 
are cautioned to choose a b upon 
whom they can rely, lest he (b) 
renege at the last minute and at- 
tempt an all-enveloping, one-arm 
swoop. 
c) Then you'll be sorry when 
we get back to barracks warning 
with gesticulation: Freshmen are 
forbidden the use of this 'play on 
pain of suspension from college 
for impersonating an upperclass- 
man. It speaks for itself, and 
may be accompanied by such ges- 
tures as will put across to the 
enemy the penalties which may 
accure to him unless he ceases 
hostilites. It is recommended 




To Be Given 
The Medical College Admission 
Test, required of candidates by a 
number of leading medical col- 
leges throughout the' country, -will 
be given twice in the coming 
year, according to Educational 
Testing Service, which prepares 
and administers the test in co- 
operation with the Association of 
American Medical  Colleges. 
Candidates may take the MCAT 
on Saturday, October 22, 1949, 
or on Monday, January 16, 1950, 
at administrations to be held at 
more than 300 local centers in all 
parts of the country. Since many 
medical colleges begin selecting 
their freshman classes in the fall 
pdeceding their entrance, ETS 
says that candidates for admission 
to next year's classes will prob- 
ably be advised to take the Octo- 
ber test. Students interested 
should inquire of their prospec- 
tive medical colleges whether they 
will be expected to take the test 
and, if so, on which date. 
The MCAT consists of a series 
of tests of general scholastic abil- 
ity, a test on Understanding of 
Modern Society, and an achieve- 
ment test in Premedical Science. 
According to ETS, no special pre- 
paration other than a review of 
premedical subjects is necessary. 
All questions are of the objec- 
tive type. 
Application forms and a Bul- 
letin of Information, which gives 
details of registration and ad- 
ministration, as well as sample 
questions, are available from 
pre-medical advisers or direct 
from Educational Testing Service, 
Box 592, Princeton,  N.  J.    Com- 
The Veterans Comet 
Here are authoritative answers 
from the Veterans Administration 
to four questions regularly asked 
by former servicemen about their 
rights and benefits: 
Q. My husband, a World War I 
veteran, died of a nonservice- 
connected ailment. An f eligible 
for a pension? 
A. You may be entitled if you 
were married to the veteran prior 
to   December   14,   1944;   your   in- 
Ml^ IN TOWN 
Specializing in 
HOT DOGS 
AND  HAMBURGERS 
Open 'Til 1:00 A. M. 
EXPERT 
Shoe Repairing 
ALL WORK GUARANTEED 
Shoes repaired while you wait. 
Expert shoe dying, polished, 
laces, all accessories. 
Just opened next to 
L. C. Martin, Drug- Co. 
Rif-z  Shoe  Shop 
Walter   Madden,   owner 
£ofd ?>u>m Otfax gotleye ^*f& 
This is a new college year; 
new changes have been made on 
the campus over the summer hol- 
idays; the Tiger will be made up 
in new offices and printed on a 
new press. There are new class 
cut systems, new walks, new 
buildings, new professors, and in 
fact there is something new about 
almost all phases of the college 
activities. There is nothing new 
about these jokes. 
"Why did Luke sock you, 
Lulu?" 
"We were playing Adam and 
Eve and I ate the apple instead 
of tempting him with it." 
Tv» worked out your scheduU, Mu«lan«lotkl — you talcs Fundamental! of Phys. li., 
Elwntntary Phy». Ed., General Phys. Ed., Advanced Phys. Ed., Finger and Arm Exercises 
II end III, Sports, Recreation and then of course you'll get some credit for football." 
The following quotations are 
what college students say to their 
families before going out at night: 
Freshman: "Please, Mother, 
may I go out tonight?" 
Sophomore: "May I go out to- 
night? I'll be in by ten o'clock." 
Junior:  "I'm going out.' 
Senior: "Good night, folks. I'll 
bring in the milk." 
Irate lady to train conductor: 
"There's a horse in upper 21; is 
that unusual?" 
Conductor: "It sure is. He paid 
for a lower." 
She: "How was your party last 
night?" 
Voice on the >phone: "We're 
having a swell time." 
Rooster: "I get awfully tired of 
chicken all the time." 
Nellie bought a new dress, 
It was very thin; 
She asked me how I liked it, 
So I answered with a grin:   , 
"Wait till the sun shines, Nellie." 
"Bus driver, do you stop at the 
Piedmont Hotel?" 
"No, Ma'am. I live with mama 
and papa." 
Lula: "Does your husband have 
a moustache?" 
Lucy: "Yes, but he shaves it off 
every day." 
Visit Our Store .... 
SMART  CLOTHES 
and 
FURNISHINGS FOR YOUNG WEAR 
BYERS MEN'S SHOP 
Anderson, S. C. 
BEST OF LUCK TO THE TIGERS 
FOR THE '49 SEASON 
From 
The Bigger, Brighter, Better Than Ever 
PENNEY'S 
Anderson, S. C. 
ETS Holds Law Test- 
The Law School Admission 
Test, required for entrance by a 
number of law schools throughout 
the country, will be offered four 
times in the coming year, accord- 
ing to Educational Testing Ser- 
vice, which prepares and adminis- 
ters the test in cooperation with 
twenty-one leading law schools. 
During 1948-1949, nearly 13,000 
students took the LSAT in partial 
satisfaction of admission require- 
ments of law schools which pre- 
scribed it. 
This semester, candidates may 
take the LSAT on Saturday, No- 
vember 12th; in 1950 the dates are 
February 25th, April 29th, and 
August 12th, all Saturdays. Ad- 
ministrations are held at numer- 
ous local centers in all parts of 
the country. Since many law 
schools select their freshman 
classes in the spring preceding 
their entrance, ETS advises can- 
didates for admission to next 
year's classes to take either the 
November test where possible. It 
should be noted, however, that 
the LSAT is not universally re- 
quired. Each candidate should 
inquire of his prospective law 
school whether or not he is ex- 
pected to offer it. 
Objective   in   type,   the   LSAT 
features questions which measure 
verbal   aptitudes   and   reasoning I 
ability  rather  than acquired  in- \ 
formation  and,   according  to  the 
ETS, it cannot be "crammed" for. 
Application forms and a Bul- 
letin of Information, which gives 
details of registration and ad- 
ministration, as well as sample 
questions, are available from Ed- 
ucational Testing Service, Box 
592, Princeton, N. J. The ETS al- 
so administers the College En- 
trance Examination Board tests, 
the Medical College Admission 
Test, the Graduate Record Exam- 
inations and other nationwide 
testing programs. 
come does not exceed the limita- 
tion established by law and your 
late susband's service meets the 
requirements of the law. 
Q. What is the time limit for 
filing claim for burial allowance? 
A. Claim may be filed within two 
years from the date of cremation 
.or permanent burial of the vete- 
ran. 
Q. I have noticed the term "sta- 
tutory award" from time to time 
but have no. idea whai it means. 
What is a "statutory award?" 
A statutory award is one in 
which the amount of the award is 
specifically provided by the gov- 
erning legislation. 
Q. What will I have to do to 
have the amount of my National 
Service Life Insurance policy re- 
duced? 
A. You will have to submit to 
VA a written request stating your 
desire over your own signature. 
(Veterans wishing further in- 
formation regarding veterans 
benefits may have their questions 
answered by writing the nearest 
VA regional office.) 
plete applications must reach the 
ETS office by October and Jan- 
uary 2, respectively, for the Oc- 




Clemson, S. C. 
*       * 
Friday and Saturday 
September 16-17 
"IN THE GOOD OLE 
SUMMERTIME" 
with Judy Garland, Van 
Johnson 
* 
Monday and Tuesday 
September 19-20 
"ONCE MORE MY 
DARLING" 
with Rob't, Montgomery, 
Ann Blythe 
* 
Wednesday and Thursday. 
September 21-22 
"MR. BELVEDERE 
GOES TO COLLEGE" 
with Cliffton Webb 
Shirley Temple 
SEE A GOOD SHOW IN 
MODERN COMFORT 
Hanes Windshield Shirts 
cost less than they look! 
The good looks of a woolen pull- 
over—with the'thrift of fine, long- 
staple cotton I Our name and the 
Hanes label assure satisfaction. 
Choose white, canary, red, blue or 
tan. All fast. 
Windshield Shirts $1.98 
Hanes new Shorts 
like a stooper! 
Like him because Hanes GIVVIES 
(pronounced "give ease"), cut on 
the bias, absorb the strain of stoop- 
ing. Choose Boxer or Gripper-front. 
many color-fast stripes and patterns 
Hanes Shorts 95c 
Hanes Shirts 59c 
GALLANT - BELK CO. 
Seneca's Shopping Center 
SENECA, S. C. 
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Tigers Meet Presbyterian In Opener Saturday Night 
'Power Laden Backfield And Untried Line Freshmen Footballers Meet Fort Jackson 
In Opener Saturday Night In Columbia      Io Ba,,le Hose Be,ore Twelve Thousand 
Clemson's Baby Bengals will^ 
journey to Columbia Saturday 
where they will meet the Fort 
Jackson Red Raiders Saturday 
night in what will be the open- 
ing game for both squads. The 
tilt is scheduled to dedicate the 
new stadium which has just been 
completed. 
Coach McFadden will take with 
him to the capital city a husky 
team composed of men from ten 
states. They are all sizes, rang- 
ing from giant 220 pound line- 
men to seatbacks who tip the 
scales at a meager 150. 
McFadden     and   his 
Intramural Plans 
Being Completed 
The equipment room from 
which sports equipment is issued 
is located in Barracks 1, room 
114, and footballs,, volleyballs, 
basketballs, and horseshoes are 
ready to  be issued now. 
This   year   an   equipment   card 
will be given to each student. No 
assistants student will be able to draw equip- 
are pleased so far with the prog-  ment   without   this   card,   because 
ress of the frosh.    The new boys  this card is to be turned in to get 
are trying hard and are showing 
promise of rounding into a great 
eleven. However, mum's the 
word until the owl contest with 
the soldiers. 
Although the majority of the 
future Tigers are expected to see 
action, there are a few who 
have shown up well in practice 
and might play a large part of 
the game. Among them are Eu- 
gene Todd, end; Andrew Micklus, 
tackle; James Hudson, tackle; 
Louis Philhower, tackle; Jack 
McCachern, guard; Harley Gald- 
win, guard; Charles Ratcliffe, 
back; Bobbie McClellan, back; 
Maurice Alexander, back; Forrest of three games 
Calvert, back; Marian Thompson, Touch Football 
back; Jim Shirley, back; Bob 
Small, center. 
Assisting McFadden in helping 
the freshmen to learn the way of 
college footballers are "Rock" 
Norman and Cary Cox. Also help- 
ing out are Ray Clanton, Oscar 
Thompson, Jud Davis, and Jack 
Miller, all former Tiger varsity 
men. 
equipment. When the ball the 
student draws is returned, he gets 
the card back to use the next time 
he wants equipment. Students 
are urged to get their cards now 
while there is plenty of time. 
The Sports Program will be 
started officially next Monday, 
September 19, when, volleyball 
for all teams will be scheduled. 
Eight courts will be used, four on 
the same parade ground and four 
on the quadrangle. Each com- 
pany should get a team organized 
and ready for play. Games will 
begin at 4:30 each day with each 
match consisting of two best out 
Pep Meeting On Tap 
For Thursday Night 
Clemson's first "pep meeting is 
on tap for tonight at 6:45 in the 
amphitheater. Numerous events 
are on the program, and every- 
body is urged to turn out in order 
to make the first rally one of the 
best of the year. 
Coach Howard will be there to 
say a few words about prospects 
for the coming season and will 
also bring his boys whom he'll 
introduce. The "H<?ad", noted for 
his lively and interesting talks, 
has made similar appearances in 
recent years and has always made 
begins on Oc- 
tober 10 and will run until 
Thanksgiving. Both R. O. T. C. 
and Veterans teams will partici- 
pate in each sport. In the case 
of Veteran teams, lists will have 
to be submitted in advance of the 
time when the sports begin. Mr. 
Cooper, who is in charge of In- 
tramurals at Clemson, urges all 
students to participate in some 
sport. 
The swimming for freshmen 
will begin next week. The fresh- 
men from each company will re- 
port to the pool after supper as 
scheduled to pass these tests. If 
any freshman is a good swimmer, 
there will be a chance for a try- 
out on the swimming team. 
Approximately twelve thouusand pigskin enthusiasts 
| are expected to roll into Tigertown Saturday night to wit- 
| ness the unveiling of the Clemson Tigers, 1949 edition, as 
I they take the field against the Presbyterian Blue Stocking 
jin Memorial Stadium. Kick-off time has been set for 8:30. 
;The big question that the Tiger fans are anxious to see an- 
; swered is one that has been on the lips of football followers 
all year. That question is, of course, will the Howard- 
coached lads show enough promise, spirit, and whatever 
else deemed necessary to have a season as brilliant as last 
year's which sow the Tigs edge Missouri in the Gator Bowl 
for their fourteenth consecutive victory/. 
As for as the game is concern-^ -      .  
ed, Clemson is expected to walk the Alabam£u boy wn0 rose to 
away with the laurels without stardom on clemson's Gator 
too much trouble. The Blue Hose Bowl squad of last year. Cone, 
were trampled last year to the who played no high school foot- 
tune of 53 to 0 and this season's ball in his home town of Eimore, 
battle should go along the same didn>t let the lack of experience 
lines. Although the Stockings are : bother him as he turned out to 
reported to be better, . while the be one of Ciemson>s greatest f ull- 
Clemsons are not as highly touted backs of all times and certainiy 
as the '48 squad, Lonnie McMil- the greatest since Charlie Tim- 
lan's charges from Clinton will mons performed for the'Tigers in 
find   the  going  rugged. , 1939      Fred   is   a   hard   running 
Many Names Missing- j back and bis line breaking thrusts 
When the programs are given J will play a large role in any vie- 
out Saturday night many familiar ' tories that the Tigs wrap up this 
names, names that the fans have   season. 
Line Inexperienced 
The situation is exactly the op- 
posite when the camera focuses 
upon the line. Here is the big 
question in the camp of the 
Tigers. Here is the big "if" in 
everybody's minds, even in How- 
ard's. Only two first stringers 
were on hand when the season 
began and they will anchor this 
year's line.   At the pivot post will 
been used to seeing for four years, 
will be missing from the lineup. 
The most significant of the miss- 
ing is Bobby Gage, triple threat 
all time Clemson great who is 
now playing in a Pittsburg Steel- 
er uniform. Gage will be sore- 
ly missed for several reasons. 
Not only was he a great passer, 
kicker, and runner, "Rompin' 
Robert" was one of the most de- 
ceptive ball handlers ever to don ,, ., , , ,    ,,   „ i be Captain Gene Moore who also 
the purple   and    orange   football | „_„£   „„   tv,Q   „„„„„„   ^iAi— 
Injuries Plague   , 
P. C. Blue Hose 
With the Clemson—P. C. game 
only two days away, the Presby- 
terian Blue Hose have problems 
other than just locking horns with 
the Tigers. The Stockings are 
plagued with many inuries to 
both first string starters and cap- 
able reserves. 
"Most of the hurt players are 
troubled with shoulder injuries, 
but some will definitely be un- 
able to see action. Fullback Fred 
Yarborough is out with malaria 
and a broken finger will keep 
tackle Jim Puryeor from seeing 
action. 
Among those suffering from 
shoulder injuries, the maority of 
which were suffered in a practice 
game last Saturday, are backs 
Walter Gooch, George Fleming, 
Watt Stewart, and Lum Edwards. 
So, the Hose find themselves 
crippled for their important go 
with the Bengals. They would 
have liked to have been in top 
shape, for every one of them re- 
member the terrific trouncing 
they received the last time they 
played at Memorial Stadium. 
However, Coach Lonnie McMillan 
and his boys are determined that 
the Tigers won't have a field day 
at their expense. 
cavorts   on   the   college   gridiron 
for last   year.     The   Lake   City togs. That's just the beginning. Also . J., .        4. i.,    -C      , husky,  who  incidentally  is  being 
gone  are  the unforgetable  Frank ... *•   c o „     ...    4„.e„„tl,OTn. hailed as a possible All-Southern- 
er, is plenty rugged and is an 
answer to any coach's dream. 
Backing Moore will be Jack Brun- 
son, Joe "Bogie" Bryant, and Don seven  first   string  positions  Were   ,„   ,      ,, , , .   ., .    ,     ~., .      Wade,  three capable  reserves. 
Gillespie, Bob Martin, Oscar 
Thompson, Ray Clanton, Tom 
Salisbury, Phil Prince, Jack Mil- 
ler,   and  Jim  Miller.    All  in  all, 
the pep meetings worth turning 
out for. 
Three cheerleaders who have 
already been elected will be there 
to lead the yells. Also, five more 
yell leaders will be chosen by the 
students by applause. 
As an added attraction, Profes- 
sor McGarity will be on hand to 
introduce a new fight song which 
he has written for Clemson. 
Clemson's 1949 Schedule 
DATE—TEAM AND PLACE                                TIME COST 
Sept. 17—-P. C. at Clemson , 8:00 $2.00 
Sept. 24—Bice at Houston, Texas 8:15 $3.60 
Oct. 1—N. C. State at Baleigh, N. C 8:00 $3.00 
Oct 8—Miss. State at Clemson .            _ 8:00 $3.00 
Oct. 20—South Carolina at Columbia \ 2:00 $3.60 
Oct. 29—Wake Forest at Clemson _i_  8:00 $3.00 
Nov. 5—*Boston College at Clemson 2:00 $3.00 
Nov. 12—Duquesne at Clemson _                        -8:00 $3.00 
Nov. 19—Furman at Greenville . 2:00 $3.00 
Nov. 26—Auburn at Mobile, Ala. _                   ._ 2;00 $3.80 
* Homecoming. 
Freshmen Football Schedule 
Date Team and Place 
September 17 Fort Jackson at Columbia—N 
September 23 Presbyterian at  Clinton—N 
October 19 South Carolina at Columbia—N 
October 29 -The Citadel at Charleston—N 
November 18 Furman at Clemson—2 P. M. 
Predictions For This Week's Grid Games 
By Dick Raines 
The long-awaited college foot- 
ball season begins this weekend. 
There are 28 games that will take 
place all over the nation come 
Saturday. We will again go out 
on a limb and pick our choices 
for this weeks contests. 
Clemson over P. C'—The Tigers, 
lead by"Ragin Ray", should t,ake 
the Blue Hose without too much 
difficulty. 
Wake Forest over Duquesne— 
Though the Dukes are expected 
to be much improved over last 
season, the Deacs have Wake 
Forest without a doubt. 
Georgia over Furman—Butt's 
Bulldogs have the largest line in 
Georgia football history, with 
their usual fine array of backs 
the boys from Athens will fizzle 
the Hurricane. 
Kentucky over Miss. Southern 
—The Wildcats have one of their 
best all around teams and should 
get through this breather un- 
scathed. 
Mississippi over Memphis State 
—Janny Vaught's Rebels were 
ranked 4th in the pre-season S. 
E. C. pole. The bols from Oxford 
won't even work up a sweat. 
Richmond over Randolph Ma- 
con—Even the lowly Spiders of 
the Southern Conference don't 
have to worry much over R. M. 
California over Santa Clara— 
The Golden Bears aren't quite as 
potent as in '48 but they are our 
choice     to    stop     the     hustling 
left vacant by these men who 
blazed a trail to football glory 
before they 'put away their uni- 
forms for good. 
Starting in Gage's place at tail- 
back will be All-American candi- 
date Ragin' Ray Mathews, the 
pride of Coach Howard of this 
Blue Ridge school, The McKees- 
port, Pa., grid flash has been 
moved to that position so that his 
versatility may well be put to 
use. However, he may be switch- 
ed to his old wingback slot if the 
occasion should arise. 
Main relief for that post will 
come from senior Carol Cox from 
Camden. Cox is playing his last 
year and it should be his best. A 
brilliant passer, he will probably 
throw more than his share of the 
Tiger aerials. 
Calvert Starts 
Jackie Calvert, junior speedster 
from Spartanburg, will likely get 
the nod for the starting assign- 
ment at wingback. Calvert is 
extremely fast and elusive and 
has all the possibilities of be- 
coming a future Clemson great. 
Like Mathews, he may be switch- 
ed to his old .position in order to 
give the back field more speed 
and trickery. Backing him up 
will be the able and capable Bob- 
by Williams and Jim Reynolds. 
Causing few worries to the 
coaches is the blocking back spot 
which will be occupied offensive- 
ly by Wyndie Wyndham of Monks 
Corner and offensively by Green- 
ville's Dick Hendley. The high 
stepping running of Hendley and 
the bonecrushing tackles of Wynd- 
ham form a combination that op- 
ponents will find hard to shake 
out of their hair. 
Back for his second year at 
fullback is  "Furious Fred"  Cone 
The other veteran first-stringer 
is John Poulos who played a 
smashing game at leftend last 
year. Hailing from Spartanburg, 
the 200 'pound senior is reported 
headed for a great year. He is a 
demon on offense and ranks at 
the top when it comes to snagging 
passes. Holding the other flank 
is Glenn Smith from our nation's 
capital. A soph, he is one of the 
brightest end prospects ever to 
enroll at Clemson and great 
things are expected of him. Re- 
lief for the two flankmen will 
come in the persons of Gil Rush- 
ton, Doug Herlong, Gene Car- 
son, and Jim McCauley. 
Burly Luke Deanhardt, a 230 
pounder, will man the right 
tackle slot. A product of Belton, 
Deanhardt is another senior line- 
man who is being counted on to 
come through when the chips are 
down. His running mate will be 
North Charleston's Bob "Cadal- 
lac" Hudson, a converted end. 
Hudson, who tips the scales at 
210 pounds, is a 10 second man. 
That's quite a bit of speed for 
a man of his bulk. Dick Gillespie, 
Billy Grisby, Bernie Graham, 
and Bob Patton will likely see 
action as reserves. 
DiMucci Bright Prospect 
Still another sophomore, Dan 
DiMucci, is currently regarded as 
an outstanding prospect and will 
start at the right guard post. D.- 
Mucci, who like Mathews call his 
home McKeesport, Pa., will team 
with veteran Jack Cox, the start- 
ing left guard. Cox was a cap- 
able reserve last year running 
behind the great Frank Gillespie, 
and owns a good deal of experi- 
ence, a department in which the 
forward wall    is    sadly    lacking. 
Browlsds. 
Stanford over San Jose State- 
Stanford is perhaps the most im- 
proved coast eleven. The Indians 
with ease. 
Oregon over St. Mary's—Though 
Van Broklin has left the web- 
feets, they have enough poten- 
tialities to lay waste the Gaels. 
U. C. L. A. over Oregon State— 
We look for Red Sanders to notch 
his first win at the Beavers ex- 
pense. 
Washington over Utah—This 
tilt might possibly go to the Utes, 
but we're sticking with Howie 
O'Dell's Huskies. 
Texas over Texas Tech—The 
Steelers will stampede the Lub- 
beck Red Raiders. 
Villanova over Texas A & M— 
Villanova has seven of last year's 
first string plus 23 lettermen, on 
experience, the Wildcats. 
T. C. U. over Kansas—A rough 
beginner for both squads. The 
Horn Frogs have a little more 
punch—T. C. U. 
Also—Ark. over East Texas, 
Brighamyoung over Texas Mines, 
Cincinnati over Nevada, Colorado 
A & M over Colorado College, 
San Francisco over College of the 
Pacific, Montana over South Da- 
kota, Denver over Colorado Mines, 
Hardin Simmons over N. Tex. 
State, Idaho over Willamette, 
Iowa State over Dubuque, Wash- 
ington State over Utah State, Tul- 
sa over McMurray, West Va. over 
Waynesbury, Wyoming over Ida- 
ho State, 
SUPPORT 
DAVE "THE WARTHEAD" MOORHEAD 
and 
JOHN "BUTTHEAD" YOUNGBLOOD 
For Cheerleaders 
FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS 
Orders Taken For Game Corsages 
ROYAL ACRES FLORIST 
SENECA HIGHWAY 
MODERN ELECTRIC SHOE SHOP 
New Building Below Bank 
EXPERT SHOE REPAIRS—SHOES DYED TO MATCH DRESS 
J. I. Newton, Prop. 
FANT'S CAMERA SHOP 
Between the Banks 
Anderson, S. C. 
Clemson Football Squad - 1949 
i\AMK                                  HOMETOWN 
JERSEY NO. Pos. Age Wt.   Ht. Year 




155    5-9 
170    6-0 
4 
21 CALVERT, Jackie*—Spartanburg 3 
22 WADE, Don--Lenoir City, Tenn. C 20 185    6-0 2 
24 BRODIE, Bormeau*—Aiken FB 25 204    5-11 4 
25 COX, Jack*—Marion LG 20 195    5-8 4 
26 McCAULEY, Jim—Washington, D. C. LE 20 175    5-10 2 
27 DIMUCCI, Dan—McKeesport, Pa. RG 19 190    5-9 2 
28 RUSHTON, Gil*—Greenville RE 21 180    5-10 2 
29 BRUNSON, Jack—Sumter C 21 192    6-0 3 
31 CONE, Fred*—Eimore, Ala. FB 23 190    5-10 3 
32 COURSEY, Tom—Charlotte, N. C. WB 20 175    5-11 4 
33 SMITH, Sterling—Greenville LT 20 205   5-9 3 
34 KNIGHT, Herman—Rock Hill RG 20 190    6-1 3 
37 BARTON, Tom—Lancaster LG 21 190    6-1 2 
38 WILLIS, Albert—Chicipee, Ga. WB 20 160    5-10 3 
39 WYNDHAM, Wyndie*—Moncks Corner HB 20 198    6-0 3 
41 MANOS, Pete—Brooklyn, N. Y. RG 19 190   5-10 2 
42 GILLESPIE, Dick*—Beckley, W. Va. RT 24 225    5-11 3 
43    PUGLIESE, Vicent—Washington, D. C. FB    19    175    5-11    2 
44    GR1GSBY, Billy*—Saluda LT   22   210'6-1 
Jack Cox Playing 
Last Year For Tigs 
46    PETTIGREW, Norman—Tampa, Fla. FB   20    180   5-11    2 
48    COX, Ed—Decatur, Ga. BB    20    180    5-9 
50    DELOACH, Bill—Columbia RE    21    186    6-0 
52    GRAHAM, Bernie—Kenmore, N. Y. RT   20   230   6-4     3 
When Coach Frank Howard's 
Tigers take the field for the open- 5 1 
ing kick-off against P. C. Satur- 
day night, Jack "Alley" Cox will 
be on hand to man the left guard 
spot. Jack, who played football, 
baseball  and  basketball for  both 
53    REYNOLDS, Jim*—Johnstown, Pa. WB   23    185    6-2 
CAROTHERS, Frank*—Rock Hill BOB   21    204   6-0 
58    MARTIN, Ed—Sumter RT    23    220    6-1      3 
59    MOONEYHAN, Jack—West Columbia LG   19   210   6-2 
60    PATTON, Bob—Gray Court LT   22   220   6-0 
Substitutes for the other guard 
slots include Jack Mooneyhan, 
John Childress, Pete Manos, and 
Tommy Chandler. 
The game Saturday night will 
mark the thirty-first time the two 
teams have met on the gridiron. 
Clemson has won 23" contests 
while Presbyterian has been the 
victor on four occasions. Four of 



















































62    COX, Carol*—Camden TB   22   180   5-10   4 
65    HERLONG, Doug*—Rock Hill RE   20   200   6-1 
66    CARSON, Gene*—Spartanburg LE   23    175    6-1 
67 KINNEY, Mike—Valley Stream, N. Y. WB 2D 172 5-10   2 
68 MOORE, Gene"—Lake City C 21 198 6-1      4 
70 MATHEWS, Ray*—McKeesport, Pa. TB 20 180 6-0     3 
72 CHILDRESS, John*—Augusta, Ga. LG 20 180 5-10   3 
73 BRYANT, Joe—Savannah, Ga. C 19 190 6-0     2 
75    HUDSON, Bob*—N. Charleston LT   19   211    6-4     3 
76    POULOS, John*—Spartanburg LE   23   200   6-4 
77    COOK, Pete—Spartanburg TB    19    155    5-10    2 
82    CHANDLER, Tommy—Greenwood RG    19    190    6-0 
83    MIMS, Sammy—Baton Roug*e, La. WB    18    170    5-11    2 
84    SMITH, Glenn—Washington, D. C. RE    19    186    6-1      2 
85    CALVERT, Jim—Spartanburg RE   21    175   6-1 
86    HENDLEY, Dick*—Greenville BB    23    195    5-11    3 
87    GENTRY, Frank—Erwin, Tenn. LE    19    181    6-1 
88    DEANHARDT, Luke*—Belton 
* Lettermen 
RT   28   230    6-3     4 
Marion and North Charleston, 
will begin his fourth and final 
year of "knocking" for the Tigers. 
Football hasn't been the only 
interest Jack has had in Clem- 
son. He is majoring in Textile 
Engineering and will complete 
this   course   in   January. 
VISIT 
The Anderson Hardware Co. 
ANDERSON, S. C. 
^^^^^^►^^^^^^►^♦^♦^^^^^^^^^♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦^' 
SHAVING NEWS f 
t 
£   Old Spice Shav. Mug $1.00 
|* Old Spice Lotion $1.20 
Old Spice Talcum .. .. 90c 
Mennens Skin Bracer 59c 






















T f t 
%   P. S. McCollum, Owner 
i 
Seaforth Mugs !. .   $1.00 











-     FINE 
CANDIES 
—COUPON— 
This coupon good for 10c 







L. C. Martin Drug Company 










































FINE LINE PENCILS 
$1.00 
PARKER "21" PENS 
$5.00 
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Freshmen 
(By  Hassell  A.   Simpson) 
Every Clemson student, at one 
time or another, finds himself at 
the foot of some bumming line. 
He hopes that some kind-hearted 
person, more fortunate than him- 
self in having an automobile, will 
eventually stop and take him 
where he wants to go. This is the 
theory of thumbing, or bumming 
in the vernacular of the Country 
Gentlemen. It is an excellent ar- 
rangement, in that it aims for a 
more even distribution of wealth 
and advantage, and the Clemson 
man wearing his uniform is usual- 
ly fortunate  in  securing  rides. 
While thumbing, he sees all 
kinds of people, and classifies 
them according to his own sys- 
tem. There is the Blind Snob, 
. usually seen driving a Cadillac or 
a Lincoln. He passes our thumb- 
er as though he were just so much 
dirt along the road. There is the 
Apologetic Pal who isn't going far 
or is turning off ust ahead, and 
indicates as much with a wave of 
his hand. He is often confused 
with a similar type, the Apolo- 
getic Liar, who doesn't want com- 
pany but hasn't the guts to be a 
Blind Snob. These are the non- 
stoppers. The stoppers though a 
relatively small group, are di- 
vided  into  many  Species. 
The Strong Silent He-Man may 
turn the radio on to avoid con- 
versation, or simply discourage 
talk by answering comments with 
unintelligible grunts. His direct 
opposite is the Terrible Talker. 
All women come under this head- 
ing, besides the males who discuss 
the weather or football or tell 
stale jokes. The Nasty Know-It- 
All is usually a Citadel graduate 
or a spy from Carolina trying to 
get the low-down on the football 
team. He pumps our Country 
Gentleman for all kinds of in- 
formation, and answers all com- 
ments with taller tales of his own 
school. 
Of late, there has appeared an- 
other species of non-stopper, sim- 
ilar to the Blind Snob, whose car 
is plastered with Clemson stick- 
ers. He whirls on his merry way 
with never so much as a nod to 
his comrade-in-grey on the road- 
side. He is generally considered 
to be the most hateful type on 
the road, and doubtless will be 
the first to fall come ze revolution. 
to Bumming 101, or the Theory of Thumbing 
If I can think of it in time, 
I smile instead of frown, 
So when I'm old my wrinkles will 
Slant up instead of down. 
If OLD WlMHER 
'AHEAD! 
HAVE YOUR 




Have your garage or service 
station check your South Wind 
today. 
South Wind heaters, parts and 
complete overhaul available to 
him at 
Wigington  Auto 
Parts Co. 
SENECA, S. C. 
Phone 382 
Baptists Begin 
The Sunday School kindergar- 
ten of the Clemson Baptist Church 
was organized Thursday, Septem- 
ber 8, and will be open from 9:00 
a. m. until 12:00 noon each week- 
day, according to its director, Mrs. 
Libba McGarity. 
Pupils are between the ages of 
four and six, and are divided into 
two age groups. 
This information should be of 
particular interest to married vet- 
erans with  children. 
A series of projects has been 
planned for the year. At present, 
students are making Indian suits 
and hats. 
"The man who would still argue 
that socialism is the means of 
ridding our society of the defects 
of capitalism is blind."—Alfr,ed 
Edwards, British (former Labor- 
ite) 
Students are requested to 
notify the local office of the 
Western Union Telegraph Com- 
pany of changes of local address 
or room assignments in order 
that deliveries of telegrams can 
be made without delay, accord- 
ing to an announcement by O. 
W. "Glad Tidings" Deason, of- 
fice manager. 
NOTICE 
Friday, September 16, will be 
absolutely the laSt day that 1950 
Taps pictures will be made ac- 
cording to co-editors H. M. To- 
bin and J. D. McMahan. 
All men who do not have ap- 
pointments for pictures are 
urged to have them made as 
soon as possible. The photog- 
rapher is in the basement of 
Main Building and will be there 
from 8:00 a. m. until 5:00 p. m. 
every day this week. 
Richardson Tailoring 
Company 
We cut trim and make 
from your material at most 
reasonable prices. 
112  West Earle St. 
Anderson, S. C. 
LOOK 'EM OVER— 
Our supply of Cameras, Pipes, 
Shaeffer and Parker Fountain 
Stationery and Complete Line of 
Pens. 
CLEMSON PHARMACY AND 
BUS   STATION 
Students at Clemson 
LOOK SHARP WITH CLOTHES 
LAUNDERED AT 
CADET  LAUNDRY 
Frank Dillard, Mgr. 
For the best in steak, seafood and regular 
dinners visit 
MAYFAIR GRILL 
The South's Most Modern Restaurant 
Anderson, S. C. 
NIMMONS & FIELD COMPANY 
A Complete General Merchandise Store 
YOUR NORGE DEALER 
Seneca, S. C. Phone 630 
Welcome Cadets 
See-HOKE SLOAN-Get Set 
FOR FOOTBALL SEASON 
Orgyle Plaid Socks—McGregor Sport Cordoroys 
Men's Wear of the Better Class 
WELCOME STUDENTS 
CLEMSON CAFETERIA & 
BAKERY 
"Y" Building 
Extends  a hearty  welcome to all  students 
MEET YOUR FRIENDS HERE 
Delicious Home Cooked Meals 
Steaks,  Short Orders, Sandwiches,  Soft Drinks,  Fresh  Cakes, 
Pies, and Pastries Daily From Our Bakery. 
Open Ta. m.-to-ll p. m. Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Morris, Opr. 
Copyright-1949, LIGGETT & MYERS TOBACCO CO. 
Announcing the Opening of Clemson's New 
JACQUELINE SEVERIDGE GAS STATION 
f f 
t T 
LOCATED ACROSS THE STREET FROM MARTIN DRUG STORE 
SOCONY VACUUM, A DIVISION   OF   STANDARD   OIL   COM- 
PANY OF NEW YORK Nobilgas 
9 A. M. TO 
9 P. M. DAILY 
2:30 TO 7:30 P.M. 
SUNDAY 
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